Election Communication – Northern Ireland
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INDEPENDENT

#VoteJane2Remain and Retain EU support for Progress, Prosperity and Peace in Northern Ireland

CALLING FOR:
• ‘People’s Vote’ on any deal with option to Remain in EU
• ‘Special Recognition’ for Northern Ireland to stay in EU as part of UK
• Retain EU funding for economic and social development and peace in NI
• An EU Centre for Peace and Reconciliation in Belfast and/or L’Derry
• Retaining EU citizens’ rights for all Northern Ireland citizens
• Reciprocal rights for all EU citizens living in Northern Ireland
• Guaranteed EU worker, consumer and environmental protection
• Equality legislation available to citizens in GB and Ireland extended to NI
• NI to be climate change champion in marine and aerospace technology
• Retaining NI representation and/or observer status in all EU Institutions
• Placing NI on global cultural tourism map walking the #WhiteDoveWay

Make your voice heard on May 23!
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